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are visible' but with crossed nicols (Fig. 3) most of the dahlrite appears
to have replaced the fossils. rt is also noticeable that the larger crystals
of dahllite are limited to the borders of the radiolaria.

OnrcrN

A RAPID MICROSCOPIC METHOD FOR DISTINGUISHING QUARTZFROM UNTWINNED OLIGOCLASE-ANDESINE

TnBooonc A. Doocn, Morococha, peru.

2 Rogers. A. F.. and Kerr, P. F., Thin-Section Minerology: McGraw_Hill, p. 194, 1933.
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of the instrument and the care used by the worker, although grain size

may be a factor. Using this method the writer obtained in studying a thin

section containing nothing but feldspar (identified by twinning) results

indicating the presence of ninety per cent feldspar and ten per cent

qtartz. Greater care reduced this error to five per cent, but it was found

that for ordinary work less care and the application of a ten per cent

correction factor served the purpose better.

In the application of this method of distinguishing quartz and un-

twinned oligoclase-andesine the writer has in any one thin section tested

from thirty to sixty grains, depending upon the relative proportions of

Quartzand feldspar present and the accuracy desired' The time required

was from ten to thirty minutes.
No careful checks have been made on the accuracy of the results ob-

tained, but the writer has felt justified in assuming an error of less th:rn

ten per cent, and careful work would undoubtedly reduce this con-

siderably.
AGUILARITE FROM THE COMSTOCK LODE'

VIRGINIA CITY, NEVADA

Rosrnr R. Coars, Uni'aersity oJ CaliJornia, Berkeley, Cali'Jornia'

Examination of polished specimens of ores from the Comstock Lode

has revealed the presence, hitherto unsuspected, of the silver sulpho-

selenide, aguilarite. Aguilarite was not recorded by E' S' Bastinr in the

only previous paper on the ores of the comstock Lode. It occurs in dark

gray, sectile masses, intimately admixed with other minerals, and ex-

hiUiting a poor cleavage, visible only in hand specimens. It replaces base

metal sutphides and calcite, and is replaced by argentite, electrum, and

stephanite.
According to Schneiderhijhn and Ramdohr,2 aguilarite is an isomor-

phous mixture of the naumannite and the argentite molecules, and is

isometric above 133oC., probably rhombic at usual temperatures' The

differences, due to inversion, may explain the variations in properties

shown in the columns below. fn the first column are listed trr'e properties

of aguilarite from the Comstock;in the second, the properties as recorded

by Farnhamsl and in the third column, those of aguilarite as given by

Short.a In the fourth column those of naumannite are cited as given by

lBastin, E. S., Bonanza ores of the Comstock Lode, Virginia CityrNevadz: Bul'l'

735C, U. S. Geol. Swrey, 1922.
2 Schneiderhcihn, H., and Ramdohr, P., z ehrbuch tler Erzmi.kroskopi.e,2 Band, Berlin, S-

272, t93O-
3 Farnham, C.M., Determination oJ the Opaque Mi'nerals, New York' p' 21' 1931'

a short, M. N., The Microscopic Deterrnination of !,he ore Minerals: 8u11,.825, u . s . Geol'

Suntey, p. 86.


